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Whether your company requires training for Oracle® OBIEE, BI Publisher, Data Integrator, or Analytics, GP Strategies® is 
the training partner you need. GP Strategies provides onsite, private Oracle Business Intelligence training for corporate 
groups of four or more. As a leader in Oracle training, we know that even the finest courseware falls flat without world-class 
instruction, which is why our instructors are experienced implementation professionals. Get your project off on the right 
foot with our project-team training, and don’t leave your end users in the dark—ask us about our user-adoption services!

OBIEE

OBI100 Dimensional Modeling 3 Days
This course is an introduction and overview of Dimensional Modeling. The 
course covers data warehousing, data design, and dimensional models.

Many DBAs and database implementers are very familiar with a concept 
known as “normalization”. However, for a data warehouse, which is the 
type of data that is the most efficient for reporting in tools such as OBIEE, 
a“denormalized” model is the best solution, and many DBAs and database 
designers are less familiar with denormalized models, or why they are 
important in the data warehouse for analysis system. This course will also 
help DBAs and database implementers to understand these models.

The class is also quite appropriate for those who will be building the 
OBIEE metadata repository. A knowledge of dimensional modeling and an 
understanding of how to build an OBIEE repository will be complementary 
techniques that will play off each other in terms of building a really effective 
OBIEE system.

OBI375 OBIEE Repository & Security Management–12c  4 Days
Deliver meaningful real-time metrics, measurements and facts to your 
business users when you master the components in Oracle Business 
Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE). Our instructor-led courses cover 
the key elements in the OBIEE suite, including tools to build interactive 
dashboards, perform ad hoc analysis, configure information deliveries, alerts 
and produce reporting. This Administration course teaches the attendee 
how to set up and administer the three layers of an Oracle BI Repository – 
the Physical layer, the Business layer, and the Presentation layer. Attendees 
will learn to import schemas, design and build logical business models, and 
expose business models to users in Oracle BI Answers. Business users, data 
architects and developers – every member of your team will contribute to 
the success of your next BI project.

**This course is appropriate for users of OBIEE 11g or OBIEE 12c.**

OBI391 OBIEE Analyses, Dashboards, & Answers–12c   5 Days**
Deliver meaningful real-time metrics, measurements and facts to your CEO, 
CFO, and other business users when you master the components in Oracle 
Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE). Our instructor-led courses 
cover the key elements in the OBIEE suite, including tools to build interactive 
dashboards, perform ad hoc analysis, configure information deliveries, alerts 
and produce reporting. Business users, data architects and developers – 
every member of your team will contribute to the success of your next BI 
project. In this course, students use hands-on exercises to learn how to 
create tables, charts, narratives, pivot tables, and many other content objects 
available in OBIEE Answers, then learn to use OBIEE Dashboards to display 
those objects effectively.

**The full 5 day course includes both KPI functionality and Maps 4 day 
course can include ether Maps or KPI functionality 3 day course does not 
include Maps and KPI functionality.

OBI392 Oracle 12c OBIEE New Features  1 Day 
In this course, students use hands-on exercises to learn the new features 
in the 12c version of the Oracle Business Intelligence suite. In addition to 
enhancements to existing functions such as tables, pivot tables, and charts, 
students will also be introduced to new features such as Master-Detail 
linking, Key Performance Indicators, Scorecards, and a variety of other new 
functionality.

OBI395 OBIEE Answers & Dashboards–Advanced Topics    3 Days
In this class, we will explore several advanced OBIEE topics, many of 
which require interaction between the criteria columns, results views, and 
dashboard prompts.

OBI397 Oracle Visual Analyzer – 12c 1 Day
Oracle Visual Analyzer (VA) and its client-based sibling version called 
Oracle Data Visualizer Desktop (DVD) are components of Oracle’s Business 
Intelligence product line directed toward users whose interactions with data 
may be typically characterized as more “ad-hoc” in nature than those users 
who typically use OBIEE (Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition). 
Featuring an interface that is styled after products like Tableau, VA and DVD 
provide a means of analyzing data quickly, without a lot of ramp-up time 
for education. In this course, we will explore only the Oracle Visual Analyzer. 
Our exploration will encompass two broad categories: Data: How do we 
find (and/or potentially prepare) data that we want to analyze with VA? 
Presentation: How do we create visualizations of that data?

BI PUBLISHER

OBI325 Oracle BI Publisher Enterprise Edition – 12c 3 Days
Oracle BI Publisher is a template-based publishing solution available within 
the Oracle Business Suite, within PeopleSoft, and also in a standalone version. 
Students familiar with desktop tools such as Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft Excel, 
and Microsoft Word will learn to create and maintain their own reports via the 
BI Publisher architecture. This class will cover the different options available 
within the BI Publisher Enterprise reporting portal and how to create a BI 
Publisher Enterprise online reporting application from scratch.

**This course covers features of BI Publisher Enterprise through release 12c

PSF300 XML (BI) Publisher  2 Days
This course provides participants with the essential skills in using, 
maintaining, and developing PeopleSoft BI Publisher reports. Through 
detailed explanations, classroom discussions, and hand-on activities, 
participants will learn how to register data sources, define report templates, 
and create report definitions. They will learn how to configure BI Publisher 
and set up BI Publisher security. This course also includes a thorough 
explanation of running and deploying BI Publisher reports, and trouble-
shooting common BI Publisher errors.
  

DATA INTEGRATOR
OBI461 ODI for BI Applications 11g  3 Days
This course is designed to show the common tasks within a BI Applications 
11g implementation using Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) and corresponding 
system components such as OBIEE, Functional Setup Manager, and 
Configuration Manager. The intended audience for this course ranges from 
System Administrators to Data Warehouse Architects. Attendees should 
have experience in Dimensional Modeling and Database design as well as 
a thorough understanding of SQL.

Note that this course does not include information about Informatica, which 
was used as the ETL tool for BI Applications in 7.9.6.x, and Oracle does not 
currently have a migration utility to support this.
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